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What is Carbon 
Wallet? 

Carbon Wallet is a Hong Kong's One-stop Green 
Lifestyle Reward Platform, which is also an MTR-
backed social innovation venture. It promotes a 
low-carbon lifestyle through gamified 
experiences. Users can earn points to redeem 
rewards by taking six major carbon reduction 
actions, including taking low-carbon MTR 
journeys, walking, recycling, consuming 
vegetarian meals, opting for plant-based milk, 
and eco-friendly shopping. The Carbon Wallet 
Points can redeem rewards from sustainable 
merchants. 
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What is the 
Collaboration 
between 
GREEN$ and 
Carbon Wallet? 

GREEN$ will issue Carbon Wallet Points in the 
form of electronic coupons periodically in limited 
in quantity for GREEN$ mobile application users 
to redeem with GREEN$ points. GREEN$ users 
can easily redeem rewards provided by green 
merchants on the Carbon Wallet platform with 
Carbon Wallet Points. GREEN$ users can use the 
"Redeem" function in the GREEN$ mobile 
application to redeem Carbon Wallet Points in the 
form of electronic coupons, and then convert the 
coupons into Carbon Wallet Points for reward 
redemption on Carbon Wallet platform. 
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What do I need to 
prepare if I wish to 
convert GREEN$ to 
Carbon Wallet 
Points? 

GREEN$ mobile application user has to install 
Carbon Wallet mobile application and register as 
Carbon Wallet user before converting 
GREEN$ points into Carbon Wallet points. After 
installing Carbon Wallet mobile application and 
registration of membership, keep the user 
account log in and GREEN$ points can convert to 
Carbon Wallet Points through electronic coupon 
in GREEN$ mobile application. 
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How to redeem 
Carbon Wallet 
Points e-coupon? 
How to use Carbon 
Wallet Points e-
coupon to redeem 
Carbon Wallet 
Points and rewards 
on Carbon Wallet 
platform? 
 
 

Please reference the user guide at this link or 
scan the following QR code. 
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1. Android Android OS 5.0   

2. iOS iOS 10.0   

3.  
 

Carbon Wallet Harmony OS

 
 
 

Can GREEN$ be 
converted to 
Carbon Wallet 
Points with e-
coupon on any 
mobile operating 
system (including 

Carbon Wallet app is only supported on 
Android/iOS devices that meet the following 
requirements: 
  
1. Android: running OS 5.0 or newer  
2. iOS: running OS 10.0 or newer  

https://bit.ly/3SELApe
https://bit.ly/3SELApe


Apple iOS, Android, 
and Huawei 
HarmonyOS)? 

3. Device is able to receive SMS during the 
verification process in registration 

 
Carbon Wallet app does not support Huawei 
mobile phones running Harmony OS. 
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Can I redeem 
Carbon Wallet 
Points with 
GREEN$ if I am 
GREEN$ physical 
card user? 

The electronic coupons for Carbon Wallet Points 
redemption are currently available at 
GREEN$ mobile application only. 
GREEN$ physical card users who wish to transfer 
their accounts and accumulated points to the 
GREEN$ mobile application can visit the all 
GREEN@COMMUNITY recycling points. With the 
assistance of GREEN@COMMUNITY staffs, points 
in GREEN$ physical card account can be 
transferred to GREEN$ mobile application. 
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Why Carbon Wallet 
Points e-coupon of 
each value can only 
be redeemed once? 

Carbon Wallet Points e-coupons are supplied in 
limited quantity. To ensure more GREEN$ users 
have the opportunity to redeem these e-
coupons, Carbon Wallet Points e-coupons will be 
distributed regularly and each GREEN$ user will 
be allowed to redeem e-coupon of each value 
once within a specific period. We will 
continuously review and adjust the e-coupon 
supply and distribution mechanism based on the 
actual redemption situation. 
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Can the Carbon 
Wallet Point e-
coupon redeemed 
with GREEN$ be 
returned, so that 
the corresponding 
GREEN$ be 
refunded? 
 

Unless there is a technical issue during the 
redemption of Carbon Wallet Points, Carbon 
Wallet e-coupon cannot be returned once they 
are redeemed. If the e-coupon has been 
converted to Carbon Wallet Points in Carbon 
Wallet platform, no returns will be provided 
under any circumstances. Users are advised to 
consider carefully before proceeding with the 
redemption. 
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Can I convert 
Carbon Wallet 
Points to GREEN$? 

No. The collaboration between GREEN$ and 
Carbon Wallet supports only the conversion of 
GREEN$ to Carbon Wallet Points. 
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Which merchants 
can I redeem 
rewards with 
Carbon Wallet 
Points? 
 
 

Users can use Carbon Wallet points to redeem 
rewards at green merchants that collaborates 
with Carbon Wallet. Please refer to the latest list 
of partner merchants in Carbon Wallet app. 
 
Carbon Wallet app provides a detailed user guide 
to assist users in understanding the points 
earning and reward redemption processes, and 
any special terms and conditions. 
 
Users and recommended to read these 
guidelines carefully before redeeming points to 
ensure they can make the most of their rewards. 
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What rewards can 
be redeemed with 
Carbon Wallet 
Points? Where can I 
browse the rewards 

Carbon Wallet Points can be used to redeem 
various environmental-friendly rewards, 
including free MTR rides, eco-friendly daily 
necessities, sustainable fashion items, green 
dining vouchers, and more. The rewards on 



available for 
redemption? 
 
 

Carbon Wallet will be updated from time to time. 
For more information, please refer to 
"REWARDS" page in Carbon Wallet mobile 
application. 
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How to use or 
collect the rewards 
I redeemed in 
Carbon Wallet? 

The process for using or collecting different 
rewards redeemed in Carbon Wallet may vary for 
each individual item. It may include online 
redemption or collection at physical location. 
Users are recommended to read to the 
redemption details on coupon page. The coupon 
page will provide instructions on usage or 
collection of the redeemed reward. 
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Does Carbon Wallet 
Points have an 
expiry date? 
 
 

Carbon Wallet Points earned from January 1st to 
June 30th will expire on December 31st of the 
same year, while the Carbon Wallet Points earned 
from July 1st to December 31st will expire on 
June 30th of the following year. 
 
Expired Carbon Wallet Points will be 
automatically invalidated. For more details, 
please refer to "My CW Points" feature in Carbon 
Wallet mobile application. 
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How to seek for 
assistance if there 
is any issue 
encountered while 
using Carbon Wallet 
Points? 

Please email to enquiry@carbonwallet.com.hk for 
inquiries. 
 
If users encounter issues while converting 
GREEN$ to Carbon Wallet Points with e-coupon, 
please check the status of the e-coupon in 
GREEN$ mobile application. If status of e-



coupon is shown as "used," please contact 
Carbon Wallet customer service ("ME" page > 
Customer Support Center > Customer Support). 
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Can I earn points in 
both GREEN$ and 
Carbon Wallet at 
the same time when 
I recycle at 
GREEN@COMMUNI
TY? 

Yes, you can earn points in both GREEN$ and 
Carbon Wallet at the same time. 
 
To earn Carbon Wallet Points, please use the in-
app camera in Carbon Wallet mobile application 
to take photos of your recyclables and submit 
your recycling records. Please refer to the 
Carbon Wallet homepage > Camera > "Guide" 
page for specific instructions on record 
submission. 
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Can I transfer my 
Carbon Wallet 
Points to other 
Carbon Wallet 
accounts? 

No. Carbon Wallet Points can only be used in the 
account with points earned or converted 
successfully. 
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